Route description DRIFT
Erasmus University, Woudenstein Campus
Mandeville building (former T-building), 16th floor, room T16-46
Burgemeester Oudlaan 50 (internal road: Thomas More Laan)
3062 PA Rotterdam

DRIFT is located on the 16th floor of building ‘T’ of campus Woudenstein. Enter through the main-entrance (the entrance facing the campus) and take the front elevators from ground floor up to the 16th floor. Other elevators and the staircases do not give access to DRIFT without keycard. If necessary change to the right elevator at the third floor. Arrived at the 16th floor, walk to the back of the building, by following the signs for ‘DRIFT’ (room T16-46).

By Public Transport

From Rotterdam Centraal Station
- Take tram 21 or 24 direction “De Esch”. Get out at the stop “Woudenstein” and walk in the direction the tram was travelling on the sidewalk next to the stadium. At the traffic lights, you will already see the grey-white T-building with the Erasmus logo in front of you. Cross the intersecting road towards the building. You can enter the campus in front of you to the left.
- OR: Take tram 7 direction “Woudenstein”. Get out at the final stop (“Erasmus Universiteit”).

From Rotterdam Alexander Station
- Take the metro direction “Schiedam Centrum”. Get out at the stop “Kralingse Zoom”. Follow the relatively steady stream of students towards the campus and see map of the Campus.

These options take about 20-40 minutes

By Car

The Woudenstein campus is situated very near the Van Brienenoord bridge. Take exit 25 ‘Capelle a/d IJssel and Rotterdam Centrum’, from either direction on the A-16. Keep following the direction ‘Rotterdam Centrum’ and take a right at the first traffic lights (Burgermeester Oudlaan).
Take the first right again onto the campus. From here you can go either immediately to the left to parking garage P1 or take once again a right turn further onto the campus and follow the street until the entrance to the indoor parking of the T-building (P2) is on your left. When leaving, use your entrance ticket to get an exit ticket from one of the ticket machines (P1 in the garage, P2 outside on the square).

If you come from the east (A12/A20): same route as coming from the north (Dordrecht/A16 and Rotterdam Centrum).

Please note campus security may clamp wrongly parked cars and bikes
Tram 7 does not run to Erasmus University till 1-4-2017.

Tram 21/24